
Welcome, and thanks for participating in the conference today!

Today I will be speaking briefly on The Value of Monitoring AFS

The slides will be available after the talk

As some of you know, I normally welcome questions and interruptions during my 
talks
However, In the interest of staying on schedule today,
please defer your questions until the end

Introduce myself briefly

Introduce the talk:
The values of monitoring are well known:
- don’t want to preach to the choir
- post mortem troubleshooting
- real time debugging
- capacity planning
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- service level agreements
- and more

- but every once in a while, another value of monitoring is finding something 
unexpected…
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this is SNA, not the original site…
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note difference in y-axis scale, 
constant variation on left is swamped by the magnitude of the leak 
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GotSomeSpaces is triggered when  nCBs or nFEs reaches the value of nblks (fileserver 
option –cb <nnn> )
- thus as nCBs / nFEs approaches the value of nblks, the risk of GotSomeSpaces 
increases

GSS1-5 are just a developer-only breakout of the GotSomeSpaces count
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GotSomeSpaces may be provoked by underconfiguration, -OR- a misbehaving client 
or application:
- e.g. find (walking the AFS RW space)
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to refresh your memory from the first slide …
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The leak didn’t match any known leaks up to that point

The last one is the one that triggered this talk – it is a long-standing problem – a race 
between the Rx listener and   
the next-to-last one was discovered while investigating and testing the last one
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carbon/graphite are quite long in the tooth
I only used them because they were easy to setup
I’m a developer, not an admin!

solicit suggestions for Q&A at the end
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I’m sure we could think of many more, but the first two are critical

the third one does require minimal configuration –
- -enable_process_stats
- may also be enabled at runtime via rxstat_enable_process
maybe one or two more here?
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a benefit to your site as well as the community

thank you
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